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A QUT'MTTATIVE ASCESSMJfT OF TIE UTILISATION 
OF ENGF-IEERKG MT^ TCS-JER IN KENYA 
ABSTRACT 
This outlines the main empirical results of whidi have 
emerccd from a ; reliminary analysis of dr.tr. concerned with the pattern 
of utilization of engineering manrcwcr in Kenya. It forrrs part of a 
wider researah study into the formation of engineering labour markets 
from the early colonial period up until the late 1970s. 
For expositional purposes, each of the throe main occupational 
categories of enr.jn^ xring manno>?cr-professional engineers, technicians 
and artisans - hav_ been discussed separately. Four main aspects of 
utilisation have be-sn delineated namely, overall stock, inter-and intra-
sectoral anployr&int distribution- utilisation of engineering kncwledtp 
and task analysis and ranuneration structures. 
This essentially quantitatative analysis of the pattern of 
engineering utilisation will be supplemented by mors qualitatative 
research findings based on archival work, interview surveys of private 
and public sector enployers and information collected frorr, major trailing 
institutions. 
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k Quantitative Assessment of the Utilisation cf Engineering Manpower in Kenya. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to summarize the results of one aspect 
of our study into the formation of engineering labour markets in Kenya. The 
wider theoretical and empirical objectives of this research have already been 
discussed elsewhere and we do not propose, therefore, to reconsider them here"'" 
Broadly speaking, however, the study is primarily concerned with analysing 
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the relationship between the formal provision of engineering manpower by the 
Kenyan State as this has evolved via the establishment of training institutions 
since the early 1950s and the subsequent utilization of this manpower within 
the eccncry as a whole. It can be viewed, :.therefo.r§, as a contribution to the 
on-going debate which centres on the analysis of the relationship betweai . 
education and training and economic growth and development. 
The analysis of the relationship between engineering education/training 
and employment must be situated within a theoretical framework which transcerds 
the highly technocratic and simplistic f unctior alist interpretations which,have 
underpinned the great majority of manpower planning methodologies. This 
requires a detailed understanding of the economic; political and ideological 
"functions 1 of the general education system, and engineering training in particular, 
and the nature of their articulation with each other. This analysis cannot 
however be satisfactorily undertaken without, inter alia, a detailed knowledge of 
the pattern of utilisation of the main occupational categories. of engineering 
manpower within the eccncrny. In the absence of such data, manpower planners 
have invariebly relied upon sets of assumptions which irerely serve to reinforce 
implicit theoretical and ideological positions which are devoid of rigorous 
empirical justification. 
Ihe empirical research into tlie utilization cf engineering manpower 
was undertaken between April 1980 and March 19 81. In .view of-the paucity, of 
existing sources of data wc were obliged to conduct a number of sample surveys 
of both individuals possessing engineering qualifications and the employers 
of this manpower. Since we have not as yet had the opportunity to systematically 
analyze this data, it must be stressed that the results presented in this paper 
are highly preliminary and empirical in nature end ore likely to be partially 
and perhaps even substantially, modified at a later date-. We feel nonetheless 
that this is still a worthwhile ej<crcise especially in view of the deliberations 
that are currently taking pleoe on the establishment of a second (technically-
oriented) university and also a Third Polytechnic at Eldoret. 
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Engineering labour markets in Kenya can bo divided into three 
basic segments which largely corres^xnd to the Anglophonic nodel of formal 
skill aomnsiticn and certification, I-tore specifically- training policies 
have been based on conceptions of engineering manpower (both in terms of 
level/quality and quantity) which relate to the perceived functional 
relationships between' professional engineers,- technicians and artisans in 
the various sectors of the economy i.e, the so-called cengineering manpower 
pyramid'. We propose therefore to consider the pattern of utilisation of 
each of these main occupational categories in turn and then finally to 
briefly analyze the most important relationships between them. In this paper 
we shall concentrate mainly cn the utilisation of engineers aad technicians 
since we have not as yet been able to denote much time to the analysis of 
artisan utilization, 
The analysis of each occupational category will bo structured as 
follows; (1) determination of cor rent stock and past and future trends 
(ii) present in tor-and intra-sectoral distribution of eanplqyroent (iii) the 
_cegr.ee_.o.f..utilisation of formally r. .acquixvd crg:moering..skill':; coupled 
with a broad analysis of tasks undertaken once in employment and (iv) the 
structure of remuneration, jdo turnover and inter sectoral mobility 
especially as these relate to developing our understanding of the pattern 
of utilisation. 
1.1. The Present Stock of University - Trained Engineers. 
According to tae 1980 Annual Ennumeration of Employment in the 
j bdem Sector conducted bv the Central Eureau of Statistics (CBS) there were 
4537 "architects, engineers and surveyors'' in productive employment in 
Kenya. However, even when architects and surveyors are subtracted out, the 
resulting figure for engineers" is still likely to be a serious over-
estiration of the number of Univers i ty-- trainc d engineers employed. This is 
because we know from our own surveys of private sector employers that many 
forrally-trained engineering tedmicians occupy emplaynkant positions 
designated as being engineers of one sort or another. In the absence, 
tii ere fore, of a ccr.pr eh ens ive labour survey based cn well-specified definitions 
of occupational categories according to formal educational qualifications 
have attenpted to estimate the present stodc of universit/-trained 
engineers by starring (1) trie past outputs of the Faculty of Engineering, 
Nairobi University which is the only domestic source of supply (ii) the 
annual nunber of fore .ion- trained encrineering graduates who have returned 
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to Kenya since, the mid-1960s and (ii.i) the current nurvber of non-citizen 
engineers all of vjhom are assumed to have university of equivalent academic 
qualifications. 
The annual output of graduates from the Departments of Civil 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering at Nairobi University fran 1964 to 
1979 are presented in Table 1JL it can be seen that up until the early 
1970s the nunbers of Kenyan graduates were relatively small and or these 
at least 60-70% were Kenyan and British Asian students many of whom have 
since migrated permanently overseas (see below) Ey 1970, however, 
approximately 370 civil, 2.30 electrical and 290 medionical engineers of 
Kenyan nationality had successfully graduated frcnn Nairobi University, 
and, from the results of our tracer survey, are known to be employed in 
Kenya. 
Ascertaining the current stock of foreign-trained engineers is 
considerably more difficult. The Ministry of Education started'..'to build-up 
a corrprehensive card index system for overseas students in 1965 but given 
the very large nunbers of students involved c^upied with the fact that the 
majority of them were privately sponsored (in particular Asians) and failed 
to register and be cleared by the Ministry as is forr.td.ly required, this 
system quickly broke down.. However, from the information that does exist 
we have attempted to estimate the total number of Kenyans who have studied 
engineering subjects at the tertiary education le";ve-l at institutions overseas 
between 19';0-1979. The results of this exercise axe summarized in Table 2. 
It is interesting to note that engineering enrolments typically represent 
only a small proportion of the total nur±>er of Kenyan students studying 
overseas and that thc^o in 'die U.K. and India have largely comprised of 
privately sponsored Asian students, many of whom. have not returned to 
Kenya.^ 
In order to estimate just hcw many of the 1600 Kenyans who have 
undertaken enaincering courses overseas during the last twenty years are 
new working as engineers in Kenya wo have relied on three different sets 
of data. Firstly, fnrm information obtained from public and private sector 
employers, ratios of local -foreign trained [engineers were commrted for each 
major sector end these were then multiplied by the nurb.-r of University 
of Nairobi (i.e. local trained engineers)kna.n freir. trie tracer survey to be 
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' employed in each of these sectors. This yielded a total of 330 foreign-
trained engineers - only 245. of 1500." Secondlyf lists of civil, electrical . 
and mechanical engineering students known to be studying overseas in the 
early 1970s were compiled from the records at the Ministry of Higher 
Education and those were distributed to over ?50 'traced' engineers working 
in all sectors of the e-cenony who were roctuested to write dewn the present 
or last knos^ n whereabouts of these foreign-trained engineers. The results 
of this tracer survey are presented in Table 3. Vlhile the nurrber of 
replies was not particularly large, we knew that engineers are concentrated 
in relatively few larger-scale establishments, the majority of which wore 
covered by cur respondents. Further, nearly all locally-trained engineers 
were traced on the basis of a similar nurrber of respondents. Aqgregating 
the three main categories of engineers, only 28'i of the foreign-trained 
engineers in our sample were traced. If it is assumed that this is a 
representative figure for all periods since the early 1960s then no more than 
between 430 -430 of the total of .1605 foreign-trained engineers ere currently 4 employed as engineers in Kenya . 
The actual nurrber of engineers who were 'discovered ' during the course 
of our enquiries and surveys of public and private sector employers provide 
our third estimate although it must be pointed out that this was never 
intended to be a comprehensive survey of engineers. However we were also 
able to utilize unpublished data from the survey of scientists and engineers 
conducted by the National Council for science and Technology in 1975 from 
which numbers of foreign-trained engineers could be-, approximately deteratined^ 
In addition, other foreign-trained engineers who had not been specifically 
located (and card-indexed) were extracted from the lists, of registered 
engineers published in the Government. Gazette/' Pooling these various 
sources of information yields a total of approximately 4 30 foreicrn-trained 
engineers which again is of the same order o^ magnitude as the other two 
estimates. We can state therefore with seme degree of certainty that there 
are between 4CO-5GO foreion-ttrained engineers working in Kenya. But in 
the absence of more, detailed data we have tn assirve that those engineers 
are distributed evenly among the three main engineering disciplines. 
The number of 'expatriate engineers in Kenya was recorded by the 
immigration Department as being 757 in 198C7. A detailed breakdown 
aocording to engineering discipline and nationality could not however be 
furnished. Discipline breakdowns for 1978 were presented in the Uurrphray 
Report on Pest-Graduated Engineering Training (45% Civil.. 15% electrical , 
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40% mechanical) and we have, assured therefore that these have remained 
largely unchanged in 1979. {fc have also decided to compute a separate 
(high) estimate cf expatriate engineers which includes the 228 expatriate 
engineering technicians employed in Kenya since it is likely that this 
grouo possesses sufficient qualifications .and experience and occupies 
'engineers' erplovment positions for them to be regarded as being equivalent 
to university-trained engineers. 
In Table 4 the total nunber of local and foreign-trained Kenyan 
engineers and expatriate engineers in each of the three major areas of 
engineering specialisation ore presented. Comparing the 1973 ficrures with 
these given for 'professionally' trained (category A) engineers in the 
g 
1964 rianpcwer Survey indicate that there have been markedly different 
increases in the nurcbers of each type of engineer employed during this 
fifteen year period— civil 420% electrical 219% and mechanical 212%. 
Expressing these percentage increases in the stock of eadi type of engineerinc 
manpower as ratios of the percentage increase in real national output during 
the_ jsame_period yields estimates of_elasticities of demand. These __are_ 
presented in Table b where it can be observed that that with respect to 
GDP measured in constant 1976 prices the elasticities of demand for 
civil, electrical and medianical engineers between 1964-1978 were 2.83, 
1.0 and 1.0 respectively. If we assume that the same pattern of demand 
continues then the implication of these results is that additional demand 
for civil and related engineers will be nearly 50?. higher thai" the 
corresponding combined total for electrical and mechanical engineers (and 
related specializations) . 
In spite cf the high degree of unreliability of manpower 
projections in the past, these elasticities of demand for university-trained 
engineering manpower car; be used to derive, at least tentative estimates 
of future manpower demand. The aggreoate elasticity for all engineers is 
1.5 which when multiplied by likely rates of real growth in GDP rives the 
annual rate cf growth in demand for encineers. We ore- of course, assuming 
that the previous patt m of demand for engineers will continue to prevail 
in the future but tnis is not too unrealistic if a relatively short time 
period of say ten years is adopted. 0 Two estimates (one 'high' and one 
'la-;1) of the average .annual rate of real growth of GDP for the period 
1960-1989 have been dioson. The results of this manpower projection 
exercise are presented in Table G. Annual 'wastage' through retirement and 
deaths is likely to be regligible given the very young age profile of 
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local engineers one" has therefore been cmritted altogether. We have also 
assumed that tiie currant stock of expatriate engineers will remain constant 
durino the period as was the caso durinn the 1970s. With real HDP errewth 
ratc-s of 2.5% and per annum between 19 80 -1369 the.incremental demand 
for university-trained engineers will be (2 3 3-^  'jnnd -'fflj respectively (assuming 
an initial stock of 2200 at the end of 1979). Ccrrparino these demand 
estimates with the total probable outputs of engineering graduates from 
Nairobi University during the same period of 2000-2300 plus returns 
from overseas training (say around 300-350 durinr this period) it is 
apparent that unless very hich real rates of ararth in GDP can be sustained. 
there is a strong likelihood of the emergence of a significant surplus of 
university-trained engineers which will result in either open unemployment 
and/or underenplcynvnt (in terms of beino able to fully utilize professional 
engineering skills) - Ln terms cf development needs it is obvious that 
Kenya requires many more engineers but unless these needs can be translated 
into effective manpower demands there is a real possibility that any 
large-scale expansicn of tertiary-level engineering training will morelv 
12 exacerbate- the ...existing-tendencies ta/7,at:ds^ ovor-prcduction- Jt 
1.2. The Ieter-and Intra - Sectoral Distribution of Encineers. 
Tno sectoral distribution of university-trained engineers is 
cf key importance in mdorstending the present utilisation of engineering 
manpower in Kenya. Unfortunately, however, there is an acute shortage of 
sufficiently detailed data on this subject. We have attempted therefore 
to ascertain the present employment whereabouts of ell engineering graduates 
from Nairobi University between 196-1-79. It would, of course, have been 
particularly interesting to undertake this exercise for all university 
trained enrineers both citizen and non-citizen currently employed in Kenya 
but in view of the data problems already discussed in the previous section 
co up ted with the inadequacy of the resources available to us (i.e me !) 
to trace such a large- number of individual it was -"'ecided to concentrate 
solely on locally-trained, engineers. Since this group comprise over two-
thirds of Kenyan en-in ears it is not unreasonable to araue that their 
distribution among 'afferent sectors within the economy is representative 
of ail Kenyan engineers. 
The Engineering Faculty Tracer Study (EFTS) was started in July 
1930. Two main sources of information were tapped in order to-'trace the 
present or last known whereabouts of craduate engineers, firstly, lists 
of university-trained engineers were requested firm all major employers in 
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the public and" private sectors and secondly 'traced' engineers were sent 
list of students who had graduated from Nairobi University at the same 
time as themselves. Some 110 engineers responded in this way. By March 
1981 over 30% of graduates from all three engineering departments had been 
traced, the great majority of whom with a high degree of certainty. The 
remaining 10% proved particularly difficult to trace. Well over 50% of 
these were Asian Engineers who graduated during the 1960s. It seems likely 
that most of graduates are no longer living in Kenya. This assertion 
is based, firstly, on the predominantly Asian composition of the 26 graduates 
who are known to have migrated and, secondly, from the results of a tracer 
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study of Nairobi University graduates 1961-70 conducted by Svein-Erik Rastad 
which found that of the 78 non-African engineering graduates 23 had already 
migrated and 14 could not be traced (=4-7.4% of the total). If we assume that 
at least the same proportion of our untraced graduates have also left Kenya 
then the total 'brain drain' of engineers overseas amounts to approximately 
60-65 (=7.5% of total output 1964-1979). Among African graduate engineers fro: 
Nairobi University, however, out-migration has been minimal - less than 5 of tl 
this group were found to be working overseas. It is not clear whether this 
lack of integration into an already well-developed international market 
for engineers is due-to the disinclination of locally-trained engineers to 
work overseas especially in view of the excellent opportunities for 
advancement within Kenya or whether it can be attributed to the low degree 
of negotiability in terms of their formal academic qualifications and/or overa 
on-the jobtraining and experience. Both sets of factors are likely to 
have been of importance during the 1970s. Future trends will 
clearly depend on developments in both international and local 
labour markets. North-South migration surged in the late 1960s wi 
a massive exodus of graduate manpower in particular doctors, 
scientists and engiii^^^s from South Asian to Europe and North 
America. Since then, however, this North-South migration has beer 
reduced to a trickle as a consequence of the present capitalist 
crisis in the metropoles. But the emergence of acute labour 
shortages in the booming Middle East oil economies has fuelled 
a new wave of international migration in particular of 
'professional*" manpower from Europe and non-oil producing Middle 
Eastern Countries(Jordan, Egypt, Sudan, Somalia) and of techniciai 
and artisan labour from South Asia and the Far East. But apart 
from a few Asian engineers, Kenya engineei'ing manpower has not 
been attracted to the Middle East. The likely extent of Kenyan 
engineering migration during the next decated will, therefore 
depend in the first ins tance on whether the demand • for foreign 
skilled labour persists in the middle East and/or the western 
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capitalist economies experience a repitition of the manpower shortages 
of the 196Cs. Should either of these scenarios occur then it is likely 
that with the declining opportunities among an experienced cadre of engineers 
(especially civil ) within Kenya , out migration could increase significantly 
Moreover, this will be facilitated by the increasing employment of Kenyan 
engineers by trans-national engineering consultancies (and corporations) 
who already have sizeable establishments in Kenya catering not only for 
the Kenyan market but also serve as regional headquarters for East and 
Central Africa: and- in some cases, the Middle East as well. 
White bearing in mind the possible significance of future brain 
drain of Kenyan engineers, we now propose to concentrate on the present 
pattern of employment within Kenya , relying principally on the results 
of EFTS as our main empilical base. The main results of the study are 
summarized in Table?. Each of the main engineering specializations will 
be discussed in turn but it is first necessary to briefly clarify the 
specification of the sectors delineated for the purposes of this research. 
Central Government is self-explanatory since it covers all engineers employed 
-wi-th government-ministries-:-"- Parastatals include the Railways,"Tost and 
Telecommunications (both local and international), the Ports Authority, , 
marketing boards and the East African Power and lighting Company (which 
legally speaking is a private company but will be treated as a defacto ... - 1 
parastatal). Local government employees have also been included since they 
enjoy a large degree of autonomy from central government control. 
Engineering teachers and students while employees and sponsees of the central 
government or the university ( a parastatal) have also been separately 
delineated. Within the private sector, the major division is between 
industrial and consultancy enterprises. Since we are particularly interested 
in assessing the extent to which African engineering graduates from the 
main training institutions have become entrepreneurs in their own right these 
have -been- treated as separate industrial and consultancy sectors. 
Transnational corporations (TNCS) and joint venture include all enterprises 
which are effectively ovmed and/or managed by foreign-owned Corporate 
entities with generally widespread operations overseas. 'Non-African 
industrial' is therefore an essentially residual category comprising of all 
non-African industrial enterprises both local and foreign-owned, which 
cannot be considered to be TNCs. The consultancy sector has been divided 
into African (employers and employers and employees) and non-African 
citizen and foreign. 
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Civil Engineers. Over 60% of civil engineering graduates from Nairobi 
University are employed in the central government and parastatal sectors. 
The three Ministries of Transport and Communication, Water Development 
and Works account for over 90% of engineers employed by Central Government 
(approximately 40% of the total). Engineering consultancies comprise the 
other major sector of employment with 24.2% of the total. And it is within 
this sector that Kenyan African engineers have been most successful in est 
establishing their own consultancies and effectively competing with foreign 
firms."1"14 The industrial sector, on the other hand, only accounts for 50% of 
the total output of locally-trained civil engineering graduates. African 
industrial enterprises are non-existent and only a handful of graduates 
are employed in the construction industry which is a major sub-sector of 
the economy, employing just over 53,000 people in 1980. 
Electrical Engineers. As with Civil engineers, the public sector employs 
over 60% of electrical engineering graduates from Nairobi University 
although parastatals comprise over 75% of this figure. EAPL is the 
single most important employers with 5 5 Nairobi-trained engineers. 
Relatively few electrical engineers are employed in the consultancy sector 
although 3 graduates have started their own firms. Approximately 20% of 
electrical graduates were traced in the industrial sector which while 
being a four-times larger representation from the corresponding percentage 
for civil engineers is still very low when it is considered that the 
private sector accounts for at least 60% of total enployment in the modern 
sector in 19 80. 
Mechanical Engineers. The sectoral distribution of mechanical engineering 
graduates is markedly different from that of civil and electrical engineers 
in that private industrial employers comprise nearly 45% of the total 
output. However, mechanical graduate entrepreneurs arc insignificant when 
compared with total employment in the non-African and TNC Sectors. As 
with electrical engineers, very few mechanical engineers are employed by 
consultancies which is indicative of the basic civil engineering orientation 
of this sector and the overwhelming dependence of the Kenyan economy on the 
direct importation by enterprises of foreign technology . In India, for 
example, the role of local mechanical engineering consultancies in selecting 
vetting and modifying foreign technology has been of considerable importance 
in the development of the industrial sector as a result of the enhancement 
15 of local innovative capacity. 
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The Total Population of University-Trained Enpineers. 
To what extent is the sectoral distribution of locally trained 
engineers, summarised above, representative of the total population of 
engineers in Kenya? On the basis of our surveys of industrial and 
consultancy sectors in conduction with the 1979 survey of manpower employed 
by the Civil Service we have imputed our own estimates of the broad sectoral 
distribution of all university-trained engineers in Kenya which are presented 
in Table 8. In addition, we have calculated similar estimates fcr 
"architects, engineers and surveyors" for 1980 from unpublished data 
obtained from the Central Bureau of Statistics Annual Ennumeration of 
Modern Sector Employment. Both sets of data indicate that higher proportions 
of expatriate engineers are employed in the consultancy and industrial 
sectors. The CBS Figure for central, government appears to over-represent 
the number of engineers actually employed most probably because of ^ particularly 
heavy concentration cf surveyors in this sector, and under represent the 
consultancy sector since our research indicate that there are at least 
-4-50—and probably -500 -engineers- in this sector (-=22.0-25.0%-of~th©-totai-)^-
In view of the considerab3e overall over-estimation of engineers by the CBS 
coupled with the considerable inter-sectoral differences in the relative 
employment of achitects, engineers and surveyors we are strongly inclined 
therefore, to adopt our own estimates of the breakdown of all engineers. 
This data will be of particular value when combined with our preliminary 
analysis of the actual utilization of engineering skills in each of the main 
sectors (see 1.3. below). 
Changes in the Inter-Sectoral Distribution of Engineers 1964-1979 
Using a variety of sources of information such as vivil service 
establishment lists, the membership records of the East African Institution 
of Engineers and annual reports of major parastatal organisations we have 
attempted to ascertain the inter-sectoral breakdown for each of the major 
engineering disciplines in 1954 and then compare this with the corresponding 
estimates already derived for 1979. It can be observed in Table 9 that only 
in the case of civil engineers has there been any dramatic change in the 
inter-sectoral distribution of employment. Even here it must be pointed 
out that this does not represent a major shift in demand for high-level 
engineering skill since an interview survey of 30 of the largest engineering 
consultancies in Kenya revealed that on average 70-80% cf all on-going 
projects (measured in terms of total capital value) in the period 1979-80 
were beinp- undertaken for public-sector clients. Nevertheless the emergence 
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of the consultancy sector and in particular the nature or its relationship 
with the public and private sectors is of key importance in understanding 
the utilisation of engineering manpower in Kenya. 
The percentage of mechanical engineers employed in the private 
industrial sector actually fell slightly (from 57% to 59%) and for 
electrical engineers there has only been a marginal increase . Bin<*e; most of 
these electrical and mechanical engineers arc employed in the manufacturing 
sector we can estimate the elasticities of demand for these occupations by 
the manufacturing sector as a whole. Taking the percentage increase in 
manufacturing gross output, measured in constant prices, between 1964-1978 
as our proxy for manpower demand, the elasticities of demand for electrical 
and mechanical engineers were 0.5 3 and 0.66 respectively. These estimates 
are relatively very low compared with those for other sectors in Kenya and 
they represent therefore, a direct challenge to the commonly held view that 
the industrialisation process is the primary source of demand for 
university-trained engineering manpower. The factors determining this ,l°w 
level of demand relate principally tc the predominance of import-substituting 
industries which have relied on the direct importation of foreign technology 
which generally requires only a relatively small cadre of engineering 
manpower to maintain. University-trained engineers are heavily concentrated 
in no more than twenty manufacturing enterprises which utilize sufficiently 
sophisticated technology to warrant the employment of this level of 
engineering manpower. The extent of this concentration can be observed 
-n Table 10 which shows the distribution of mechanical engineers from Nairobi 
University among different size categories of manufacturing and other 
industrial ^^crprises. Unpublished data from the survey of scientists 
and technicians conducted bv the NCST in 1975 have also been analyzed 
to ascertain the pattern of employment of engineering graduates. Within 
the private sector. W'hile this survey was heavily brased in favour of 
larger-scale enterprises and only 6e of the 150 returns contain sufficient 
information to be able to separate out engineering graduates from other 
scientists. It is nevertheless likely tc be sufficiently accurate for the 
purpose of discerning the overall distribution of employment. The results 
of this analysis are presented in Table 11 which again reveals the same 
highly-concentrated distribution pattern. 
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1.3. An Inter-sectoral Analysis of the Employment Positions 
^ ~ Occupied By university-Trained Engineers'! 
The purpose of this section is to analyze the degree of utilisation 
of the knowledge formally acquired by university-trained engineers and 
the tasks undertaken by them once in employment. This analysis is 
motivated by several inter-related sets of theoretical objectives. Firstly, 
it is necessary to assess the extent to which the conception of the engineer 
propogated by the engineering profession and supported by the Kenyan state 
(Via the enactment of registration legislationits recruitment policies 
as a major employer of engineers and the structure and content of university 
training) corresponds to the tasks actually mdertaken by engineers 
graduates once in employment. While the results of the tracer study 
indicate that nearly all engineering graduates from Nairobi university 
are employed as "engineers'" of one description or another, we cannot 
automatically conclude from this that the na :ure of the tasks undertaken 
by them are necessarily identical. More spec Lfically, we. are concerned 
to establish the extent to which university-trained engineers are employed 
as engineers whose main activity centres on the application of the 
advanced technical knowledge acquired while at: university and subsequent 
periods of formal and on the job training'. 1 ie engineering profession's 
own definition of the engineer is particularly illuminating in this respect: 
"Aprofessional engineer is csmpetent by virtue of his 
fundamental education and training to apply the scientific 
method and outlook to the analysis and solution of 
engineering problems. He is able to assume personal 
responsibility for the development and application of 
engineering science anr! knowledge, notably on research, 
designing, construct:' on, manufacturing, super intending 
managing and in the education of the engineer. His 
work is predominantly intellectud and varied, and not 
of a routine ment.il or physical character. It requires 
the exercire ox original tbought and. judgement and the 
ability to supervise the technical and administrative 
work of others 
The secondly objective of this- part of the rerearch will be to 
briefly consider the validity of certain fun''.omental hypotheses which 
have been derived in order to explain the n iture of the relationship 
between education and. training and the rubsecuent utilization of there 
skill? in the employment sector. Human capital and rate-of-return theorier 
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(HCT/SOtlT) assume that wagee and salaries accurately reflect the relative 
productivity of each occupation which in turn ir the outcome of the 
largely unfettered interaction of supply and demand. Formal education 
md. training (cither 'specific' or 'gener.1') is conceived of therefore 
as imparting individuals with certain types of Tskills' which yield a rate 
of return over their productive working liver (discounted it an ..ppropriate 
discount r ate to reflect inter-temporal preference factorr) which is 
directly attributable to the acquisition of the'e skills. Gi.ven this 
inextricable functional correspondence which i.s posited in the relationship 
between investment in skills :nd labour markets one should expect to find 
therefore 1 relatively high degree of utilization of these skills once in 
employment. 
The m-inpower requirements approach (I'R .) is based on the assertion thit 
labour markets function too imperfectly to ensure the requisite amounts 
of manpower ire produced by the education J. sector. Using time-series 
and country-cross section J. dati I'3A theorists attempt to directly 
e^tim vtc the m npower requirements for each occupational category within 
.any given economy. Hence, in cpite of the import.nt differences between 
Har/k)S1L InU MS schools,""the Tatter" ,il<-6 jgpllClttly .lffSUWag llul IT 
occupational requirements .are correctly estimated, the utilisation of 
form ally-acquired rlcills will bo relatively high. Screening theories, 
on the other h aid, argue that the relationship between the formal 
acquisition of skilln and their subsequent utilisation is gener J-ly 
weak since the main function of education ic merely to screen out those 
individual- with inn.ite ability and/or incule ate p atterns of socialization 
.tnd motivation reouired by employers. 
The Jialysir of the relationship between formal skill acquisition 
nd utilization for univcr^ity-trained engineers is based on the data 
Crllected from port il questionnaires sent to ..11 Nairobi-trained 
engineers, respondent were requested to complete a section of the 
questionnaire concerned with i'entifying olio m'.in characteristic:: of their 
present employment. For the purpose? of this preliminary analysis, we 
"hall in alyzo the results two particular questions: (1) Vpproxim tely 
how much of the knowledge you learnt at university do you now utilize 
in ;'Our present job (caressed in percent) .aid (?) !Jh.it percentage of 
your working day do you devote, on average, to the following tasks (i) 
loutine idmiaiirtr-tion (of .a non-te clonic il nature) (ii) llan.ageri.il/ 
f^iporvisory duties (i.i.i) original design work (new project"., R+D)(iv) 
loutine a .'.inton once/rep iir activities (v) major mainton aice/repair activities 
(vl) routine production activities. 
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Thj extent, to "htch formally acrudrod engineering knowledge ir. 
a 
utilised !dthin the main rcctor" of employment already Oolino atod is 
shown in- T ible 12. TSrtrJno care mu?t be cxcorrnC in interpreting these .-•--. ; 
results sine-, th.y je b ."od on the subjective evilu .tion? of each 
rerpon^'.nt. Moreover even whore the degree of utilisation is very low 
(less thai ?5*) it c ai-mt bo automatic JLly concluded th it a university 
engineering education is unnocers .ry in order to r .tir-f actorily undertake 
th-. jobs. Bo-ring in mind those import no reservations, it e n be 
observed that thcr: re soma into routing in tcr-di?cipline .sad inter-
eectordL differences in the pattern of utilis ation of university 
engineering skill". 'laic overall median utilir .tion value for civil 
olactric J'-- ind mechanical engineers is in the 25-49/j region which 
ir perhaps surprisingly low in view of th proclaimed shortage of 
engineer" in the country. However the dispersion around this common median 
v-lue i«- rignific mtly different for e..ch of tin three disciplines. 
Just over 40$ of civil engineer? cl lim to utilize more than 50$ of their 
universitv engineering'knowledge where a~ for electrical and raoch.nical 
engineers the law? corresponding figure^ are 3-1. 7 and 2?.0};' respectively. 
Convr-rrelyll. 3% of civil engineer? utilize; lers than 25'/ of their formally 
.cruircd kncn.'ludgo "dicrea" for electric .1 and mcchonical engineer" this 
rises to 31*7$ md respectively. .And for mcchjiic.il onginoors 
employed in the : all - importait TNC sector 43p of them report that they 
utilize lers thai of their univcrr.ity knowledge. It would appear 
therefore that not only is the overall demand for university-trained 
engineers by the indurtri. vL rector much lower than is frequently 
assorted but J.so that where university tr inod engineers arc employed 
they do not undertake tasks which racuiro the utilisation of a 
significant proportion of the engineering knowledge they acquired at 
university. Consoouontly while their university educ '.tion qualifies them 
for recruitment into relatively much higher paying job? in the TfiC sector 
(sco 1.4 below), it c nnot bo convincingly argued that thi? high rate of 
return to their education is directly attribut ible to th/ ir formal 
acquisition of engineering skills a?- would be .rgued by hum n capital 
theorists. 
The standard definition of the profosrion il engineer q.uo.ted .ear liet is 
based on a conception of the engineer is a problo-v-solvor and ir someone 
who i? engaged in tirkr which are "predominantly intellectual" .and "varied". 
Consider able emph i?i? is placed therefore on the amount nd degree of 
sophistic ation of design work undort ikon by the young engineer seeking 
rcgi=trition. For the profession, to successfully design new engineering 
project" signifies that •angineer has undergone the training required 
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to tr oislote the theory acquired at university into applied practice. 
17 However in T-ble 13 it c ai be observed that only civil engineers spend 
IS significant proportion of their time undertaking design design activities. 
Given the variety of t .sks civil engineers are engaged on coupled with 
a large design input, they .ire generally able to satisfy the requirements 
laid down for full registration. In Table? it can be seen that between 
'+0-60$ of civil engineering graduates from Nairobi University who have 
more thai three ye -rs of experience • • ">.'/ •. . • * 
reguirements laid down by the Engineers Registration Board) are registered. 
However, in the care of electric-1 and mechanical graduates, at least 50$ ° 
whom spend less than 20$ of their time engaged on design activities, 
this figures declines considerably, especially for those engineers employed 
in the "CIO sector where only 25-30$ of them are registered. 
A closer analysis of Table 13 reveals that electrical and mechanical 
engineers are principally engaged in routine ..dministration, managerial 
and supervisory tasks, the remainder of their time being devoted to 
routine and major m _inten once and repair and production activities. 
— I n view of tho-.generally low loi^l-of .engineering .knowledge, required, to. 
satisfactorily undertake the latter tasks in the majority of industrial 
enterprises in Kenya, engineering graduates are therefore mainly employed 
as managers - cum technicians rather than as professional engineers per so. 
As a result, employers frequently face a high degree of substitutability, 
in the technical sense, in choosing between engineers and technician 
qualification holders. This enhances the importance of the value they 
•attach to managerial (control) qualities of the two groups and, in 
particular, the extent to which these are soon to be correlated with 
the level of education attained and, at a moro general level, the extent 
to which recruitment criteria strictly related to the prevailing 
structure of qualifications are important in legitimising the hierarchy 
of control which characterises the labour process. (This is essentially 
a screening function) 
who therefor tirfy the minimum eligibility 
1 A . Th^ gtructure of Rc-ur.; ration for University Tr lined .Ihginoors 
An analysis of the income de term in ition process for engineers 
is not only interesting in its own right but may also yield a number 
of insights into the way in which engineering skills are utilized in 
the different sectors of the economy. However, in view of both the 
complexity and controvorsivl nature of the now numerous theories of 
personal incomc dct~rmin-tion, we propose only to briefly summarize our 
main emprical finding? with respect to engineers and then s 
in a more theoretical v .in, to consider the implications of these 
with rcg ;rd to engineering labour markets in Kenya. 
Hum j i capital theory asserts that the principal determinants of 
person al incomc are the level of educ ation attained and the 
omoaant of employment experience and on-the-job training. Income 
variations between individuals possessing the same skills and experience 
should therefore be minimal. Bnployors compete to recruit and then 
retain these individuals and while human capital theory does allow some 
discretion for employers to alter the salaries of their employees 
(depending mainly on the specific nature of the training process), they 
~are perceived-a^dreing- essentially"salary^takers"-with the- result- therefore 
that there should be little dispersion of sal.iri.es between cmployeers 
of each skill category of employees. 
Opponents of hum an capital theory embrace a wide spectrum 
of highly divergent theoretical and ideological positions, some of which 
h vo already been reviewed in an earlier paper. The underlying core 
of these criticisms ccntries on the refutation of (l) the HCT logic 
that productivity and hence income can be directly related to acquisition 
of skills by each individual and (2) that labour markets are unified 
or homogeneous for each skill category. In reality, it is argued that 
there arc a number of factors (such as race, class position, type of 
organi" at ion/enterprise -aid sector) which play an important role in the 
income determination process and because their influence is exerted 
independently of the human capital variables this results in a multiple 
Segmentation of labour markets . Furthermore, in the case of a 
seemingly homogeneous group of university-tr .ined engineers, it has 
already been observed that, in Kenya, the composition of technical 
and non-technic al t irks undertaken signific antly differ both within 
and between the major employment sectors. There is little reason to 
suppose therefore that the human capital experience factor should be 
the only significant f .ctor determining income variations. 
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liultivoriate onalvsis hi? been widely employed i? the principal method of 
testing the validity of hum m capital and segmentation theoretical 
propositions, \fc have net yet however been Able to undertake a 
comprehensive computer m ilysis of the salaries data collected 
from our questionnaire respondents and have therefore, limited 
ourselves to computing simple regression equations using a programmable 
pocket calculator - which is still a very time-consuming exorciseJ 
Since ill engineers have virtually identical formal oducational 
backgrounds, this obviates the necessity of introducing years of 
education is i separate independent variable and moans therefore 
19 
that the relationship between nominal salary and ye irs of experience 
accounts for all me isur able hum in c .pit al variables. This relationship 
was? tested using a simple line.r equation of the form. % i 
S = i+ bE 
where S = nominal F-alary and JT; = ye irs of experience. For .ill civil, 
electrical and mechanical engineers in our rue stionn aire sample this 
2 
yielded ^ values of 0.30 0.22 -nd 0'.30 respectively. Hencc, despite 
the fact that we ire dealing with a relatively highly specialised 
occupation J. group hum in capital theory is unable to account for 
between 70-80^ of the observed vari ition in nominal s ilaries. It 
could be argued that ye irs of experience is a poor proxy for the 
amount of general and specific training accuirod by engineers once difficult 
in employment but it jr./bo believe that variations .among employers 
with respect to tr lining are so gre it as to cause such a high 
dispersion of incomes. The data Wis das iggrog ttod according to sector 
•and the simple regressions, rec icul ited'. It can be observed, from 
Tables. 14, 15 and 16, .and 17 that while this results in'a significant 
improvement in the Value of 1 for many of the sectors. there is> 
still considerable variation of engineers incomes c". ••. within- each-coctor 
th it cannot be accounted for by the experience v triable. The extent of 
inter-sector il differences in engineers incomes can bo ganged in 
Figure 1 where the sector-specific regression equations for all 
engineers hive boon plotted. The degree of sector ;.l segmentation 
would appcir to so marked tint it is more appropriate to consider 
university-tr iined engineers as belonging to one of at lo ist five 
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distinct labour m irkots, a ich ch-r icterised by i specific earnings 
function. And in view of the high cencentr ition of engineers as 
employees within rel itivoly few l.rge-scole organisations it is 
probable thit, even ..t the sectoral level,the income determination 
process will be influenced as much by factors internal rather than 
extern-1 to these organisations. It has been argued thit tho 
existence of intern al 1ibour m arkets among 1 jrgo oligopolistic 
enterprises moans, thit salary and Wige structures are not 
exogenously imposed according to external market forces but aro 
subject to significant internal V-iriaticn according to tho 
organizational structure of the enterprise, managerial philosophy and 
objective. etc V.rious studios have Attempted to assess the influence 
of these factors by using such proxy variables as firm size, nationality 
and ability to pay. 
Even taking account and controlling for experience, sectoral 
and intern .il labour market fictors, there is still, likely to be 
significant variations, in engineer salaries which have still to 
be explained. In view of the signific mt differences in the pattern 
" of"tasks undertaken by engineers both within raid between sectors these 
variations are likely to be .an import int factor in the income 
determination process. Typically, engineers occupy positions which 
span a wide range of the employment hierarchy within large-scale 
20 
organisations.- Each position can bo separated into its technical 
and non-technical (control) elements, and since the latter relite primarily 
to managerial and supervisory t isks these can be proxicd by the number of 
people the engineer is directly responsible for in the production process, 
•'fe propose to test the signific ince of these two factors using 
multivariate analysis. One possible regression equation is of the form: 
S = J + b E + b.H + b J + b S 
JJ H-
where R = number of people responsible for and U is the percentage of 
university - knowledge utilized (a rough proxy for the technical 
content of the job) and 3 = sectoral dummy variable. This regression 
equation has not .is yet been systematically tested but we have tried 
it for separate engineering disciplines in a few sectors. Hie results 
indicate th.t responsibility and utilisation ire not significant at 
the 95^ level and with one or two exceptions the inclusion of these 
2 
variables do not lead to any substantial increase inR values. 
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Engineer Job A'jnowr nd Inter-^cctoral Mobility . . 
The pittorn of inter - job mobility also strong indicates 
th t e eh sector shoul'l be reg rded as 1 sepir te market in terms of 
t ask reruircmonts nd re^uner it ion. k preliminary an ilysis of the 
job nobility of our ruertionnlire respondents reveals that the majority 
of moves re confindd to employ:rs within the same sector. Contrary to 
oopul ir opinion, public to priv ate sector job movements are relatively 
uncommon s c >n be observed in T.Jblos 18, 19 and 20. .gven among these 
engineers with more th an three ve vrs experience who xro allegedly the 
most prone to le ive the public sector only 20.6$ civil, 17«7$ electrical 
and 12.3"* of 11 mcch inic lis h .ve migr ated from the public to private 
sector -t some stage of their careers. However civil, electrical and 
mechanical migr nts do comprise a significant proportion of present, 
public sector employment (see T bio 20). The low incidence of public 
to private sector job movements is probably attributable to the extra 
incomes earned by public sector employees engaged in 'straddling' activities 
( although hoc -use of the sensitivity of this ouestion it was ommitted from th 
ruestionn :iro.') coupled with the fact that many private sector employers, 
.particularly.in.the industri il .sector, demand specific employment experience 
and requirements which civil sorv ints do not goner illy possess. Furthermore 
for m iny engineers in the public sector their jobs ..re more s atisfying 
f r o m a professional point of view than many jobs in the private sector and th 
compens .tes to some extent for their lower remuner ation and reduces the 
incidence of inter-sectoral movement. 
Job turnover is relatively hi^h imong engineers with less than 
two ye rs experience but, when expressed s number of jobs per year of 
experience, tends to fill thereafter (see T lblc 21). The reasons for 
this h .ve yet to be n ilysed but re prob ibly related to the fact that 
training is often highly enterpri.se/orgnisition specific which acts as 
a disincentive to move since the emploveo increasingly re .ps the benefits 
of his tr ining in terms of . higher income which comet bo obtained 
jrmodi. itely elsewhere. 
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^ P."' The S^ock of Formally Qualifier! Ennin^rrinq Tpchnicians 
Tine series data on the' stock of engineering technicians in Kenya 
is particularly lacking. This is due to the heterogeneity of the category 
technician in terms of formal qualifications and exnerirnce cou'led with 
the highly divergent definitions adopted by employers and manpower and 
educational planners since indpnpndence. Thp three manpower surveys conducted 
in 1964, 196? and 1972 baspd their enumeration of technicians on 
markedly different selection criteria and also, because of the lack of 
specificity in relation to different typos of educational qualifications, 
the technicians ennumerateri embaced individuals with widely differing 
educational backgrounds. Out of the three? surveys, the delineation of 
category E3 technical manpower (defined as "technical occupations which 
under the immediate are filled by workers who work in direct support of and 
supervision of professional oersonr and who usually require three years of 
progressive supervised post.- secondary training in a given technical • 
field or a combination of formal training in a technical college plus 
supervised expcricnc.e") in 1964 offers the most precise definition of 
technician manpower. According to this survey there ware 088 engineering 
Ay . technicians -mnloyed in Kenya (527 African,1B2 AA1 i~.aa and 229 European) 
although it seams likely that the African sub-total included many workers 
who had undergone only craft level training. 
The other major source of timerserics data is the Annual Ennumeration 
of wage employment conducted by the CDS. However broad occupational 
classifications were only included from 1963 onwards and technicians 
were subsumed into the relatively amorphous category of "technicians, 
foremen arid supervisors". Even though manpower planners have had little 
idea just now many formally qualified technicians there are, they have 
nevertheless assumed that all "technicians, foremen and supervisors" 
should possess these qualifications which, given its relatively large 
size (approximately 20,000 throughout tho 1970s) has provided a convenient 
justification for the continued rapid expansion of polytechnic enrolments. 
However according to the most recent data available presented in the 1972 
manpower survey nnly 37;I> of production supervisors and foremen (who 
comprise at least 73;' of the TFS category) had received any institutional 
training of any kind (either technician or just as, if not more, likely 
craft/artisan) and 60.3)0 of them only had primary school education. It 
seems unlikely therefore that no more that 10 — 15/j of the supervisor and 
foremen category possessed technician level qualifications of any type. 
f 
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And the results cf our own survey of manufacturing enterprises conducted 
in June 1980 indicate that these has not been any marked increase in 
this percentage since 1972. This is symptomatic of the reliance placed 
on prolonged on the job training by the great majority of employers. 
Since 1970 engineering technicians have been treated as a separata 
occupational category in the CBS survey. The total number of these 
technicians ennumerated in 1980 was 4083 which when compared to the 
stock of 453? "architects, engineers and surveyors" also lends support 
to the view that technician training should be rapidly expanded since 
it is widely accepted that there should bo at least 5 technicians to every 
i engineer. 
The CBS manpower data for technicians suffers from the same 
problems which have already been discussed in relation to university-
trained engineers. In order therefore to obtain a more accurate and detailed 
assessment of the stock of engineering technicians we analysed the 
annual examination results for students attending the Kenya and Mombasa 
Polytechnics. Unfortunately examination records for the years 1960— 
1969 could not be obtained either from the institutions themselves or 
from the city + Guilds of the Lonri/institute which was the major 
examining board prior to the establishment of the East African (now 
Kenya) Examinations Council in the early 1970s, We had had to rely 
therefore on very fragmentary 'archival1 material in making estimates . 
for this period. It should be pointed out that during the 1960s 
well aver 50;f> of the engineering students at the Kenya Polytechnic and 
the Mombasa Technical institute (which became Mombasa Polytechnic in 
1974) completed craft rather than technician courses. And secondly, 
failure rates for the main technician courses (S'.l - 3 of the Ordinary 
National Certificate) were very high up until the mid 1960s mainly because 
of the low educational level of the students recruiter'. Bearing these 
points in mind, wc- estimate that approximately 700 students successfully 
passed technician examinations in mechanical and clectrical engineering 
during this period. The outputs for the pei^ iod 1969—79 arc. presented in 
Table ?2. The core engineering technician courses are divided into 
throe parts, tho first two of which extend over 7 terms (4 terms at the 
polytechnic and 3 with the sponsoring employer), frirt III is a full-
time course taking two terms. In addition there are ordinary diploma 
courses also of seven terms duration, recruitment for which is primarily 
composed of students direct from school, Higher National courses are 
parts which extend over sr.von terms (5 at Polytechnic and 2 with •' 
lu'.try cnonr.or) and are generally considered to be equivalent to a 
university -degree. It can be observed in Table 22 that approximately 
students successfully comnlated at l^ ar.t on." nart of these; technician given 
'•x ami nations which is a sumrisingly low figure/that mnual enrolments 
in the technician engineering subjects averaged approximately 1000 during 
this period and the educational calibre of the students was relatively 
high. This can be attributed to . averaging anproximately 3Cf/o 
and high examination failure rates generally averaging between 30-401/. 
with the result that a large nunber of students are '{-epeaters What 
. is also particularly striking is the relatively very small output of 
full (Part III) engineering technicians - only 137 mechanical, 89 motor 
vchiclc, 285 electrical and 00 building. Adding the 1960s and 1970s 
output gives a ground total of approximately 3400-3500 technicians of 
which no more than 60/; can b^ considered to have attained full technician 
status or above if ordinary national diploma holders are also included 
in this definition. This represents aporoximately 0.39$ of total wage employ-
ment. 
2.2 Inter-sectoral distribution and demand for engineering technicians. 
The inter—sectoral distribution of engineering techicians based 
on the CBS wage Employment Survey for 1980 is presented in Table 23. 
According-to - this - data less" than-T5?'~of engineering technicians" are* 
actually employed in the industrial sector, the majority of them being 
distributed among the infrastructure! (water, electricity, construction, 
communications and transport) and related consultancy and community 
service sectors. Approximately 2000 engineering technicians can be identified 
as public sector employees (1200 in the civil service and 800 in the 
parastatals) which represents 49l;o of the total. 
Since the large majority of engineefcing technician students are 
employer sponsored it is possible to analyse the sectoral pattern 
of the demand for technician training and, by obtaining data on inter-
sectoral job movements of students once they have completed courses, 
this can be subsequently adjusted to give estimates of the actual inter— 
sectoral distribution of engineering technicians. In Tabl.^24, 25 and 
26 we present inter-sectoral sponsorship data for building, electrical 
and mechanical engineering students attending Kenya Polytechnic in the 
2p 
2nd term in 1975, 1977 and 1979." Public sector students constitute over 
73,o of the total for buildinr and electrical subjects and it would appear 
that this percentage has been steadily increasing since at least the mid-
1?70s. With regard to these technicians skills, therefore, the Polytechnics 
hould be regarded primarily as public sector training institutions. For 
- chanical students, however,private sector sponsorship constitutes 
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approximately 50)t of tha total although it should be noted that manufacturing 
sector training demand is less than 25/j of the total and, in absolute 
terms, appears to be actually decreasing, 
A technician tracer study was undertaken in order to .ascertain in 
greater detail the pattern of demand for training (via sponsorship) and 
the subsequent job movements and turnover of technician graduates*' 
Our sample comprised of a-^ Kenya Ftolytochnic students who successfully 
completed Fb.rt III and HND courses in cicatrical and mechanical engineering 
from 
1971/2 (wh ich is the earliest year that comprehensive student records 
are available) to 1975. The total sample population was 174 which re-
presents approximately 3Gf/> of the total output of these courses between 1969-
1979. The methodology adopted was basically the same as for the university 
tracer survey; The major sponsors of technicians were requested to provide 
information en whether they were still employed by thorn. In addition, 
traced students were sent a list of the technicians in thu sample and asked 
to identify thuir present or last known employer. A total of 40 students 
responded in this way. It is interesting to noto that it was considerably 
more difficult to trace the present whereabouts of these technicians than 
was- the-case-tor university engineering graduates. --Tais-ia-pr.abally .duii 
to the fact that the network of personal contacts among students who 
attend courses on a sandwich basis is not likely to be as extensive as 
that of university students who remain together throughout their three 
years degree course. The results of 'the technician tracer survey are presented 
in Tables 27 and 28. 
The public sector employment (including also students) account for 
54.9$ of the total of 130 students traced although there is significant 
variations among the courses -
HND mechanica 1, 35.5 MET 33. o/j HMD 
Electrical and 55.1% EET. Among private sector employers technician graduates 
are heavily concentrated in the Tf*E and joint venture sector. Only 3 
technicians in the sample have started their own enterprises — 1 mechanical 
consultancy and 2 elcctical contractors. And continue to remain 
within the technical education sector either as teachers, trainee teachers 
or students undertaking mere advanced studies. 
In Table 28 it can be observed that 53. Efa of technicians have re-
mained with their original sponsor after at least five years after complet-
ing their courses. Among the Part III technicians, there is little 
variation in this percentage between courses and, more: interestingly, 
public and private sector employers. With the exception of fv-ET graduates, 
.u privntt srctrr spondees have remained within the private sector when 
ponging employm nt. Whet is perhaps surprising is that public tn 
private secter movement is relatively low especially in view of the. much 
. , . ublic sector 
(see section 2.4), While approximately 50;' of technicians leave their 
original public sector sponsor slight less than half of these individuals 
take up jobs • ^ '-Jwhere in the public sector. Hence public sector employers 
only lo^fa approximately 25)o - 30 1 of thrir students/apprentices to the 
private r. etor (29}':> for nil courses, 27/c rlectricals, 33$ mechanicals). 
However this source of 'poaching' constitutes 57}' nf the total of technicians 
sponsored by private sector employers in the sample. 
Distrjhutj "in of Tpphnieians bv Filmi Size 
The percentage distribution of engineering technicians by firm-size 
mcasorcd in terms ef total employment has been computed from unpublished 
CBS data for 1980 and is shown in Table 29. The 185 Private--sector . 
establishm nts employing over 550 employees account for over 
of the 
employment nv engineering technicians which yields ap average of 6.0 
technicians per establishment. At the other extreme, there are 12074 
establishments -of- 1—50 emp-1-eyee-s - employ-i-pg a_tntal .nf nniy 473 enpi peering 
technicians (=0.04 technicians per establishment). The distribution 
within thn manufacturing sector is shown in Tabic 30. Again here it 
can be observed that engineering technicians are heavily concentrated 
in relatively few larger—scale establishments with an even lower nreportipn 
employed in small-scale.establishments compared with the private—sector 
distribution as a whole. 
In order to obtain a more detailed understanding of the distribution 
nf engineering technicians between and also within different firm size 
categories in the manufacturing sector w_ have utii.izi.ri the data obtained 
from the the returns of tDur tracer questionnaire which was sent to a 
statified random sample nf manufacturing enterprises, The results of this 
tracer exercise are summarized in Table 31. where it can b". observed that 
(l) there is a high concentration of technicians according to enterprise 
size category (2) even with the largest firm-size category there is 
considerable variation in the pattcrr pf distribution pf technicians. 
In particular, relatively large numbers of technicians tr.nd to be con-
centrated in usually no mora than 2-3 enterprises in each product sector. 
(3) The: Lfri'isatl-'n of Enrrinrrrirn Technician Skills. 
Technician questionnaire respondents ware requested to answer the 
same two quistionq a? engineers^cenecrnino utilisation of formally-
acquircd technical knowledge and task analysis. The utilisation percentage 
breakdown for full technicians (both Rart III and ordinary Diploma) and 
higher diolona holders according to each major sector of employment are 
presented in Tables 32 + 33 It can bvi observed that our technician 
respondents claim a generally high utilisation of their technical knowledge 
in particular those in the industrial sector, the majority of whom are 
employed by TNCs, This is in contrast to the much lower levels of utili-
zation stated by university -trained electrical and mechanical engineers, 
and would seem, therefore, to suggest that, in a purely technical sense, 
there is a much higher degree of correspondence between the content of 
technician training and tha skill demands emanating from both public and 
private sector employers. It can also be seen that Higher National Dioloma 
holders occupy an intermediate position between ordinary technicians and 
full engineers in terms of their perceived utililation of formally-
• i • 
acquired technical knowledge. 
The technician task analysis is presented in Tables 34-35. Both 
ordinary and higher technicians are primarily concerned with managerial 
and supervisory duties directly related to plant mainte nance, although, as 
expected, managerial content is generally higher for higher diploma 
holders. Involvement in design and routine production activities is 
relatively negligible for both groups. Considerable variation exists 
however in the distribution cf managerial/supervisory and maintenance tasks 
among technicians. Comparing the task percentages in the lower and 
upper quortile columns reveals that there is a clear inverse relationship 
between theses two types of tasks although, as many respondents themselves . 
pointed out, they are often difficult te distinguish in everyday practice . 
This high dispersion is nevertheless indicative of the heterogeneity of the 
employment positions occupied by technicians. An analysis of job titles 
of technician qualification holders employed by some of the companies 
who rosoonded to our tracer questionnaire also supports this contention. 
Of the 23 returns sampL ed the 90 individuals recorded as possessing 
technician qualifications occuoiari tlrs fallowing range of employment 
positions: works-manager/manager 17.0;/: engineer/assistant engineer 13.3}', 
"technician " 32.2$, supervisor/foreman 34./instructor ancl cfloctrian/ 
mechanic etc. 6,7$,, This variety of employment positions occuoied 
by technicians is also reflected in tha very high dispersion of technician 
- ?£ -
salaries controlling for both experience (human capital) and sectoral . 
^••ogmentatinn) variables which we sha"11 now briefly consider, 
4. Th. Struetur-. nf Rr,nmeration for Enoinperina Technicians 
Identical regression equations wer_ commuted f a r engineering 
technicians ar for engineers. The results of this exercise are presented 
in Table 36 and Figures 2 and 3, It can be observed that years of 
experience explains only between 30-4 Ojo of the variations in nominal 
income among engineering technic*ansim in cach scctnr, As was the case 
for engineers inter-sectoral nominal incom differentials increase rapidly 
as years of experience increase. In ether words, the effect of the 
sectoral segmentation variable is t"-> cause both a shift and, more: especially, 
a change in the slope of the earnings function. Interestingly however 
these inter-s.-ct oral incomc different ill s are, in percentage terms, net • . 
nearly as larg- as those that prevail among university •• trained engineers* 
Furthermore it would not appear that among private sector employers, . 
TMCs pay significantly higher salaries to their engineering technicians. 
Within the private sector, theref ore, there is little intra-sectoral 
variation, 
It is also interesting to compare the nominal salary Functions for 
technicians with different levels of qualifications. While HNO holders start 
i 
off at salary levels considerably higher than ordinary technicians (O.T) 
the rate nf increase in salary of the latter gr'iup is considerably higher 
so that after fifteen.years or so the two salary curves intersect. It 
should be sainted out, however, that the degree ef dispersion of HND 
sala^ icjp ^ s^much greater (l =0.14) than that ef ordinary technician salariesfin— 
/R^ value is so low that we can conclude that no statistically significant 
relationship, exists between years > xoericncc and nominal salaries for 
HND h:\ldcrs). What is even more striking is the comparatively much lower 
salaries paid to engineering technicians who are only partially qualified 
(i.e. have enly passed either Parts I or II). Why should successfully passing 
the Rort III examination make such an enormous difference te an individuals 
earning prospects? It will be recalled that only approximately 25-50/'; of 
students successfully complete the- full technicians course but without 
additional information it is nor possible to say to what extent the 
superior technical knowledge acquired or alternatively their higher innate 
ability are.responsible for the much higher salaries enjoyed by these 
individuals. But is seems somewhat implanslble that the technical 
knowned acquired in just one year nf additional formal training can have 
such enormous imnart on remuneration. Finally it can be observed in i r 
— . . . 
Figure 3 that nominal income differentials between electrical and mechanical 
/the 
technician engineers employed by TNC and in/private sector as a whole are 
relatively very small. 
2 
In view of the low FT values for the nominal salary-experience 
regression actuations it again appears that measurable human variables 
account for no more then 50$ of the variation in engineering technician 
nominal salaries - and this is after the. data has been disaggregated accord-
ing to sector. We propose therefore tp extend the analysis ta include ad 
additional firm Si.rmentation variables and also incorocrate the job variations 
characteristics data (such as/ ' in tasks, number of people 
directly responsible for, degree of knowledge utilisation) into the 
earnings function. 
Job Turnover of Engineering Technicians. 
Data on Job Turnover disaggregated according ta years of experience 
Data on Jab Turnover disaggregated according to y-ears of experience 
for "engineering-technicians are presented - in Teblas -37 ancr~38;—It can-be-
observed that job turnover is very low for the majority of.technicians, 
in particular these specialising in electrical engineering. Even for 
technicians with between 9-10 years employment experience 40$ of them 
had only changed their job once, 25$ more than, once and 29°/i continued 
to remain with their original training sponsor. The reasons for this 
low turnover have nfrt as yet been analysed but are probably the coosaqucnce 
of varying combinations of highly specific training programmes and high job 
satisfaction. And yet given that there is so much dispersion in technician 
salaries even.within the private socter it is surprising that job turnover 
is not higher. 
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3.1 The Stock of Porrr.1 ly-Tra 1 nod Engineering Artisans. 
The formation of engineering skills among "skilled manual 
occupations1' in Kenya is characterised by a combination of formal craft 
apprenticeship and informal on-the-job training. Given the overall 
> 
research objectives of this study, we are primarily concerned with 
analyzing the first of these two modes of skill acquisition. However, 
our evaluation of official policies concerned with the institutionalisation 
of artisan training (via the establishment of formal craft training schemes 
requiring seme form of attendance at industrial training centres) cannot be 
satisfactorily undertaken without some understanding of the overall 
pattern of skill formation among skilled engineering workers within the 
economy as a whole. 
The reliance cn on-the-job training by the majority- of employers 
in Kenya coupled with the resulting low level of demand for formal 
sponsorship cf craft apprentices makes it very difficult tc meaningfully 
define and compute stock totals for what is an extremely heterogeneous group 
_of manpower. A variety cf definitions have been used by the throe Manpower 
Su rveys and the annual labour nnumeration conducted by the CBS with the 
result that these sources of data are of little value for time-series 
analysis. For example, the 1964, 1967 and 1972 Manpower Surveys recorded 
the total stock of skilled manual occupations as being 16376, 28704 and 
and 21341 respectively: Similarly, the CBS tctal for "skilled Workers" in 
1972 of 101,900 fell dramatically to 63.,400 in 1977 which clearly 
cannot be attributed to the actual deskilling of the labour force. 
In crder tc try to clarify this extremely confused statistical 
picture concerning the numbers of skilled manual occupations we have 
relied on three sets cf data namely (1) the annual number of craft, and 
in particular, engineering artisan apprentices between 1954-1977 (2) the 
total number cf Government trade test passes (both grand totals and for 
engineering trades) and (3) 1980 CBS labour Ennumeration data. The results 
of this exercise are presented in Tables 39 and .'+0 . We have 
assumed that all apprentices and learners satisfactorily completed their 
training so that the enrolment figure between 1954-1977 can be treated as 
outputs between 1954-1979. Also we assume that each of these trainees has 
obtained at least one government trade test so that- in order to obtain 
th3 total number of qualified but non-apprenticed artisans, ^ these have 
been subtracted from the trade-test totals. In the absence of detailed 
information on trade tests however, we have also assumed that (1) all Grade I 
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holders have also passed Grades II and III (this is the normal 
ruling laid down by DIT) and (2) all Grade II holders have a 
Grade III certificate. (3) each individual has passed trade tests 
in only one trade ( a reasonable assumption and hence our 
estimates are likely to over-estimate the number of people with 
trade test certificates). 
From Table 41 it can be observed that thereare approximately 
9000 engineering artisans (broadly-defined) who have completed 
a formal apprenticeship which constitutes less than 20% of the 
likely total number of "engineering skilled workers' as ennumerated 
bt the CBS. In other words, among employers as a whole, apprentice 
training in its current foi^m is only considered necessary for 1 
in 5 of their skilled workers. From a costs point of view, the tra 
training levy offers some incentive to train but in many cases this 
is offset by the relatively high statutory rates of pay for 
apprentices laid .down by the Government (and union rates once they 
_have completed), .compared , to those paid to workers who—have—only 
received specific training on-the job. 
3.2 Inter-Sectoral Distribution of Engineering Artisans 
We did not attempt to undertake a systematic sample 
tracer survey of engineering artisans who have completed appre-
nticeships under the auspices of the Directorate of Indus trial 
Training. We have however, been able to obtain employer sponsor-' 
ship data from which the overall pattern of demand for formal 
artisan training can be ascertained. And this can be supplemented 
by data on job movements contained in the questionnaires received 
from some 65 craft apprentice-trained artisans (all of whom are 
employed in the private sector) which will allow us to roughly 
determine the actual distribution-at least between the private 
and public sectors. 
Some idea of the overall pattern of employment of 
"engineering skilled workers" can be obtained from the 1980 CBS 
labour Ennumeration data. In Table 42 it can be seen that 53.2% 
°f those workers are employed in the manufacturing sector 
(ihree product sub-sectors, food, textiles23 and fabricated 
products and machinery account for 80.2% of this figure) 
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• i, as with engineer and technician employment, '•'•engineering 
skilled wcrkers': arc heavily c one en trated in the largest 
establishments (Table 1+3). 
3.3. 'The Utilization of Engineering Artisan Skills 
The utilization and task analyses for engineering 
artisans are based 011 the data contained in the section of our 
questionnaire on characteristics of present employment. Artisans 
claim to utilize a very high percentage of their formally-acquired 
knowledge (see Table 45).-While, therefore, the overall employer-
demand for the present apprentice training is relatively low, 
where these artisans are employed there appears to be a high 
degree of correspondence between employer skill requirements and 
the training undertaken. 
The task analysis breakdown is presented in Table 4 6 
where it can be observed that artisans are engaged in routine 
and major maintenance andrepair activities involving, as expected 
a lower leyel ,of supervisory activity than technicians and 
engineers. One again, however, there is still considerable 
variation in the pattern of tasks undertaken by this sample of 
artisans thus indicating that they also occupy a widerange of 
of positions within the employment hierarchies of firms. 
3.4. The Structure of Remuneration 'For Engineering Artisans 
The results of the simple linear regression aquations 
for nominal salary and years of experience are presented in Table 
4 7 and Figure 4 on the basis of which the following tentative 
conclusions can bo drawn: (1) The human capital experience 
variable accounts for between 10-50> of various in nominal 
remuneration within the private sector although more emphasis 
should be placed on the TNC R values in view of the higher 
sample populations (2) ..1 though salaries data for artisans employed 
in the public sector was not collected we have tentatively 
estimated probably regression lines based on the pre-and past-
Waruhiu Commission Salary Scales for artisans employed in the 
Civil Service from which it can observe that private sector 
artisan nominal salaries are between 7 5 t o 20?j higher man in 
the public sector (depending 011 the number of years experience 
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of the artisans) (3) THC employers tend to pay considerably 
higher artisan salaries thar. other private employers especially 
for more experienced manpower (4) Salary differentials between 
electrical and mechanical artisans do not appear to be sizeable 
although the sample size for electrical artisans is not sufficie—u 
ntly large to be able to state this with a high degree of 
certainty. 
The utilisation and responsibility variables were 
also included in tho regression analysis and while, neither 
produced coefficients which were significant at the 95% level, 
the R value increased considerably to 0.75. (The university -
trained engineers employed by consultancies wore the only other 
group wh^re the inclusion of these two variables resulted in a 
much higher R value.) It would seem therefore that; at least with 
respect to these variables (experience, degree of utilization, 
people responsibility for) there is some similarity in the wage 
and salary structures of private-sector employers of artisans 
and among engineering consultancies. But considerably more 
computational analysis._ncods_to.jDe._undurtak.cn..bef.oxo..Jkhe 
complex nature of these earnings functions can be understood. 
4.1. The Quantitatative Relationships Between Engineers 
Technicians and Artisans. • 
For manpower 'Planning Purposes, it is commonly assorted 
asserted that technical manpower should be produced so as to 
ensure the attainment of a manpower p.yranid which is charac-
terised by the 'correct' hierarchical composition of tho various 
major categories of manpower. The case of engineering manpower, it is 
argued that there is an optimum quantitative relationship between 
engineers, technicians and artisans which, when expressed as 
ratios of one category to another, should be in the order of 
1 engineer to 5-10 technicians to 10-20 (or ivioro) artisans. 
It 
is then generally concluded that the manpower pyramid is 
heavy too and that the most important priority is, therefore, 
to expand training facilities for technicians and artisans. This, 
it is argued, is where the major manpower bottleneck arises in 
relation to ensuring the more efficient functionning of private 
and public enterprises and organisations and hastening the 
implementation of development projects. The point to stress, 
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however, is that these statements which are made with such 
^conviction and certainty arc often based on the flimsiest 
empirical and theoretical knowledge of the actual manpower 
structure and effective manpower demands and needs. In the case, 
for example, of occupational ratios these are generally not 
determined on the basis of comprehensive surveys of stocks 
anc concrete employer demands but are merely assumed to be the 
most desirably although there is occassionally some attempt 
to at empirical justification by referring to manpower ratios 
prevailing in other developed economies. But a more detailed 
analysis of manpower structures even within these countries 
reveals that there it is often difficult to discern any uniform 
pattern. 
Our study of the formation of Engineering labour 
markets in Kenya is concerned to analyze the social political 
and economic forces which have staped the existing patterns of 
training and employment of each category of engineering manpower 
To merely subsume this key aspoct of Kenyan political economy 
into psendo-technocratic ratios is clearly unsatisfactory. 
—Indeed- this- is—in-itself—symptomatic—o£--th-e-"ideelogieai-and 
theoretical premises of conventional manpower planning exercises 
which, given, that this planning has had a very tangible effect 
on manpower development in Kenya, must themselves be carefully 
examined. 
The purpose of this paper has been to furnish some of 
the date, which is an essential prerequisite for the more 
. 
theoretical aspects of our study outlined above. In simple 
quantitative terms we are now in position to derive the main 
• features of the engineering manpower pyramid which provides 
a starting point for a discussion of the more qualitative and 
theoretical research we have undertaken which will be presented 
at a later date. In addition, the questionnaire data allow us to 
formulate testable theoretical propositions on the relationship 
between the training and utilisation of engineering manpower 
To what extent* f=r example, do educational qualifications servo 
to create formal boundaries of status and salary within the 
different types of engineering labour markets, in Kenya.. 
Comparing our very provisional e n/5 ^ ^ 9 
technician and artisan 
salary-experience regression curves does indicate that- this 
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TABLE 2: Est in d ^ of Foreign - Tr oln :ri En~inoers Bv Country /legion 1960-1979' 
COUNTRY/^ IOK 
A,V. STUD 














UNITED KINGDOM 1200 n. a 130 300 10.5 12.5 
U.S. A. 1000 2000 75 270 7.5 7.5 
U. CS.R 400 350 40 100 8.0 16.0 
INDI A /PAKE STAN . eoo 1000 120 270 15.0 15.0 
EUROPE 150 250 30 90 20.0 20.0 I 
'JEST GER-AY 50 150 15 80 30o0 30.0 
REST OF WESTERN 
EUROPE 
100 200 8 7 7»5 7.5 
"IDDLE EAST/ 
REST AFRICA 
418 1137 f 
Motor : (1 it has boon assumed that on average a student tikes five -
years to complete his tr fining ...overseas..— 
(ii) Tho output of Kenyin Engineering graduates from U.K. 
universities 1971 - 79 been estimated from data supplied by 
the University Statistical Records Offico. 
Sources; Ministry cf Higher Education, Overseas Students Files, various. 
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T-\EL5 3 s PcroiTi - Tr-jnc-'l ^ .^ iiroor^  Tr '.cor Surve. 
SUBJECT • --- No. 'ioplio? Nu»bor Traced 
Civil 19 15/57 26.3 
ELECTIIC \L 26 10/36 27.7 
MECHANICAL 31 12/39 30.7 
Sourcc: Foreign - Tr dnc.fi Engineers Tr.'.cor Survey. 1981. 
IDS/WP xi 
U : °tcck cf University - Tr lined Engineers in li e •ny 1964-1979. 
. .. - • 
Cr/ILS I ELECTRICALS ^3CHx\NlCALS Tot ,1, 
YEAR^V^^ K Ex Tot a K Ex T K Ere T K Ex 
1964 64*" 136 200 
1 
65* 149 214 74 206 341 203 
1972 128 383 511 95 259 354 75 439 514 298 10S1 1 y-
1979 L 
2 
5 OA. 340 &V+ 356 113 469 417 306 723 1277 759 2c 
* * 
H 557 441 998 389 147 536 450 393 843 1396 982 23-
This Use includes non - citizen \sions. 
High anti»ates include expatriate tochnicians md tho upper estimate of 
overseas - tr iined students« 
Related specialization such structural, telecommunications, 
chemic il, textile engineering arc also includod within tho appropriate 
discipline c itcgory. 
I 
Sources: Republic of Kenya, '"High-Level Manpower: Requirowcnte and Resources 
1964-70", Ministry of Economic Planning aid Finance, Nairobi, May 1965. 
Republic of Kenya, "1972 High aid middle level 
^-npowcr Survey" (unpublished) 
Foreign aid University of Nairobi Tr.iccr Surveys, 










1 ^ £ E AGDP 0£P A L f Efciploy 
DISCIPLINE . E64 GOF 64 Elca-ticiir - L64 Elasticity 
CIVIL 3^5 116 2.88 57 5.8 
ELECTRICAL 115 116 1.0 57 2.0 
MECHANICAL 1 is 116 \n 57 2.0 
TOTAL 171 116 1 .5 57 3.0 
j i 
Sources: A nnua] S^ci^is^icsl Ab'^rsc'T' ond Economic Surv/nv^ 
1964 80 (various) 
Table 6: fanppwnr Pro-s ^ c^ions for University Trainr-d ^nrrinepr^ 

















































CIVIL 166 56 0 10 9 9 13 22 52 10 12 359 36 91,1 
fc Traced 46 „2 15.6 0 2.8 2 c 5 2,5 3,6 6 v 1 14.5 2 c 8 3.00 -
REGISTERED 51/110 27/47 0 5/10 4/9 8/9 10/11 15/18 24/39 2/6 0.0 144/265 3/36 -
62,8 0 50. C 44 0 4 88 e 9 90.9 83.3 61,5 25.0 0„0 54,3 8,3 -
? " 
ELECTRICAL 34 105 1 6 38 3 2. 2 5 12 10 218 22 90 c 8 
% Traced 15-6 48.2 0.45 2 c7 17,4 1.4 0,9 0*9 2,3 5.5 4c6 100 -
REGISTERED 11/22 16/87 0/1 2/5 2/2-7 2/3 0/2 1/2 1/5 2/9 0,0 43/164 -
% 50.0 16.3 0,0 40.0 29 06 66 c6 0.0 150,0 20c0 22,2 0,0 25/2 -
MECHANICAL 70 53 3 22 95 1 2 2. 1 18 4 271 21 92.8; j 
jo Traced 25.8 19.6 8.1 35.0 0.7 0o4 r /" O ,0 1.5 | 100 - - 1 „ 1 
REG1 u 'j-'Ei IED 14/48 23/39 0/2 9/18 16/mO 3/1 0/4 1/2 0/1 5/13 0,0 69/186 3/21 -1 
jo 29.2 60.0 50.0 26.7 50,0 oco 38.5 0.0 37.1 14.3 -
TOTAL 270 214 4 38 142 13 17 26 57 40 26 848 79 91.5 
Traced 31.8 25c2 0.4 4.5 16.7 1.5 2.0 3.1 6.7 4.7 3.0 100 -
REGISTERED 76/186 66/169 0/4 16/33 2t/96 13/14 10/14 17/22 2/45 9/30 O.C 259/615 -
1o 40, 4 • 39.0' 48.5 29.1 77.3 55.5 30.0 0.0 42.1 -
iDS/'-'P ->8? 
Tab1 c 8: E ~ , p ^ of S^ c^ ora"! Oj^'ribu+inn of An Univ;r'-i1~y Trained 
EnainP'-r- in Krnya 
^ ^ ^ ^ S P C T C R 
EST I MATE 
C"^ ral 
Gov/ernmen'-
Para^ a-'-nl. Consultancy O^hpr 
UNTRACzB 3 2 . 0 2 5 . 0 2 2 . 0 
8ENNELL TOTAL 23.0 2 3 . 0 2 5 . 0 2 9 . 0 
CBS "Architect, 
Engineer.- £ 
Surveyor-" 1980 37.0 2 0 . 0 1.9. 0 2 4 . 0 
TaW e 9: SFC4 orail Pi-^ri bunion of EnainPGr'-. ("Kenyan-: Mon Citizens) 






1964 100 - 120 ( 6 0 ) + ?0—50 ( 1 5 ) 50 (25 ) 







• 260 (83 ) 
250 ( 7 5 ) 
10F3L 
5 0 ( 9 ) 
40 (13 ) 








1?.0 ( 38 ) 
2 5 C ( 3 7 ) + . 
1 0 ( ? ) 
5 0 ( 6 ) 
200 (59 ) 
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No^e! Figure." in paranJ"he'-e.t3 ari1 n?rcen4-ages. 
+ Toual nublic sector onrcentagp. 
Tab! p IP: n-i.-rribU'-jon of Nairobi Univcr^i^y Mftchanic'il. Engineers 
By Firm 5iz". 
^ 
Number of fDnoloyces 




2 22 102 126 
5 15 8 28 
5 . 8 2 4 . 0 7 1 . 4 1 5 . 4 
Sourer-; Nairobi Univer-rdty Engineering Tracer Sfudy. 
m 
T • Tl: Pi •-*-rihu* ion of Frx-in~"r'- Amnn.-' rVjv/a-|T- 3-H-or Cn'••r-ri-fv' 1975 
Number of Emolove^ 
Ha Engine, r~ 
P^r En4- erri - n - 20 21 — 50 RI — T F)P 10V - 200 20"1 - 500 500-r 
"0 5 10 r, 2 ' , "'-I 
1 1 p 2 • 2 
2 e 3 1 
• 3 • 2 • 1 
4 . ' 4 
R J 4 •• V 
6 - in 1 O 
11 - 15 . • , 4 




• • 3 
No+"e: Figures show number of enterprise!?. 
Source: Na'ioncl Counci"'. for Scionce and Technology. "1975 Survey 
~~ ' cT Scien^ir/'e and Technician.'-.", unnuWished da^a. ' 
Table 12: Utilization of Formally Acquired Enqinp'prinry Knowledge 
By S^c^or 
i> Utilisation 
SECTFR SUBJECT 0 - 24 25 - 49 50 -74 75 - 100 
Number 
Respondents 
C 17.3 56.5 17.4 8.6 
CIVIL 
SERVOCE E 14.2 57.] 28.5 0.0 7 
M 33.3 33. 3 33.3 0.0 12 
C 11.0 55.5 33.0 0.0 
PARASTATAL E 31.4 42.8 20.0 5.7 35 
M 29.0 53.0 18.0 0.0 
NON- C 
AFRICAN E 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 2 
FRIVATE . M 23.5 47.0 23.5 6.0 17 
C 0.0 25.0 75.0 0.0 
T N C E 36.3 36. 3 9.0 0.0 11 
M 43.0 43.0 16.0 0.0 44 














UNIVERSITY/ E 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 1 
FOLYTECHNIC M 0.0 33. 3 0.0 66.6 3 
C 11.3 43.4 34.0 6.2 97 
A L L E 31.7 43.3 26.7 5.0 60 
1 M 30.0 48.0 19.0 3.0 108 
Source: University of Nairobi Questionnaire Respondents. 
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\ '. --' 15: rl'OiiiVv-iol cy - IITI'.. .J jJ: "incurs. 
Lower Quartile Median Upper Quartile 
w -LVJLJ-O 
' Design 10 - 19 
Managerial etc 10 - 19 
Maintenance 0 - 9 
Production . 0 - 9 
50 - 59 
30 - 59 
0 - 9 
0 - 9 
70 - 79 
60 - 69 
0 - 9 
0 - 9 
Elect 
Design 0 0 - 9 
Managerial ctc 20 - 29 
Maintenance 0 - 9 
Production 0 - 9 
10 - 19 
40 - 49 
10 - 19 
0 - 9 
30 - 39 
50 - 59" 
40 - 49 
0 - 9 
Me-cnanical 
Design 0 - 9 
Managerial etc 10 - 19 
Maintenance 0 - 9 
Production - 0 - 9 
0 - S 
30 - 39 
20 - 29 
10 - 19 
'30 - 39 
50 - 59 
40 - 49 
20 - 29 • 
3 ource: University ji Nairobi Questionnaire l-lcspondtntu. 
Table 14;—Solati: g^i^-Se^reen-^^hrd-ST^^-rr^Ytetrs I&porience"' ~ 






b Coefficient E 2 
CIVIL • • • 
SERVICE 30 2495.6 156.20 0.43 
PAULAS TATAL 11 4975.4 97.60 0.05 
ITON-Al'uICAN 
INDUSTRIAL 2 na na na 
T K C 4 na na na 
LOCAL 
CONSULTANCY 26 4562.0 491.81 0.56 
EONEIGN 
CONSULTANCY 32 4651.4 448.36 0.45 
ALL PHIVATE 
SECTOR 64 4643.0 451.35 0.49 
PU2I.1C + 
PI1IVATE 105 3774.4 403.8 0.30 
Source: University of Nairobi Questionnaire lies pond ox-to 
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Table 15: Hjiaticr^ l:i-o Between N crlngl Salary and Years Erpei-ierce 
For Electrical Er^ n. liters 
SECTOR 




b Coefficient E 2 
CIVIL 
SERVICE 9 3 0 4 5 . 6 7 3 . 4 0 0 . 1 
PARAS TATAL 42 3 3 9 6 . 6 2 6 3 . 0 0 . 3 1 
NGN-AL'RICAN 
PRIVATE 4 na na na 
T IT C 8 na . na • na 
LOCAL 
CONSULTANCY 2 ._ na na na 
FOUEICTN 
CONSULTANCY 3 na na na 
ALL PRIVATE 
SECTOR 17 3 8 3 0 . 1 
7 4 9 . 2 0 . 5 2 
PUBLIC + 
PHIVA2E 75 L 
3 4 6 3 . 5 1 3 6 5 . 9 ! j 
0 . 2 2 
Source: University of Nairobi Questionnaire Respondents 
Table 16: Relationship Between Nominal Salary end Years Experience 






b Cotifieient R2 
CIVIL 
t^,"T sit* oi^-t v iL i^  13 23 58.3 26.64 0.01 
PARANATAL 16 2755.7 526.3 0.13 
NOIT-AERICAN 
INDUSTRIAL 22 4071.2 293.4 0.15 
T 11 C 50 4341.15 674.7 0.51 
LOCAL 
CONSULTANCY 2 na na na 
EOuEIGU 
COi^ULT/JiCY 2 na na na 
ALL PRIVATE 
SECTOR 73 4215.0 573 .5 0.38 
' PUBLIC + 
PRIVATE 111 
1 
| 3485.6 562.0 0.30 
Source: University of Nairobi Questionnaire Respondents 
liii/wr ;>ai 
": :• 17: - " - S c t v . ' - o r . ITonir.gl S^irr -.nd Ye.-jrs Er^crionoe 





. . . . . . . 
lnteroept 
Value 




o.j. .VICE 51 2676.7 123.56 0.22 
P A ;1 /i i'i< at. 71 366C.6 231.7 0.19 
HOWFHICtffl! 
I I : I «ST.JAL 30 4320.4 344.0 0.23 
T :: c 64 4370.2 593.4 0.44 
LOCAL 








. . .. 
• 
S oorce: University oL Nairobi Questionnairo Respondents 
IES/V/p 331 
Table IS: Public to Priv..to Sector Job Movomc-nts: An Engineers 
DISCIPLINE 
Nuniber 
Public To Private % 
Nunbcr 
Privr.te To Public % 
CIVIL 2C/123 16.26 3/123 
ELECTRICAL 15/86 17.4 2/86 
HECKAITICAL 12/120 10,0 7/120 
•TOTAL 
Table 19: Public to Private Scot or Job Liovcun.rrto Tor Engineers:'- with 
more Throe Yearn Experience 
DISCIPLINE 
Nunbcr 
Public To Private * 
Number 
Private To Public * 
CIVIL 16/ 87 20.6 2/87 
ELECTRICAL 22/6 2 17.7 2/62 
MECHANICAL 11/53 12.3 4/89 
TOTAL 
Table 20: Public Sector Proi'^ ssic-nal Hi-rants (with more „than_threc 
'Y'oara •£;crci-it„-.jc) Expressed A^ Percentac,v- Tcogl Public... 
i Sector jjjaplo.'T-ient 
Number £ Number if! DISCIPLINE Public To Private Private To Public 7° 
CIVIL 13/42 42.8 2/42 
ELECTRICAL 11/32 21.1 2/52 
MECHANICAL 11/36 30.3 4/36 
TOTAL 
IIB/WP 381 
J..: S* li^.: JC- -r^ ::',-^ ; ys.^ 0? iZpiitiaroE 





5 - 6 
9 - 1 0 
1 1 - 1 2 
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-able 22: T^ izzz-:tci 2ut'.:v- o-~ iech".iclan -.l-raduatos Fran Kcnva and 
Ra.:basa Polo,'technics 1969-1?79 
ft liECHINICRL 
Mechanical Engineering Technician III+ 137 
Mechanical Engineering Technician I + II 362 
Other Mechanical Related Technicians I - III 57 
Higher I; ational Diploma Mechanical (fu^l) 55 
* Ordinary Diploma in nech. and Elect Engineering 162 
.. .773..,. 
• MOTOR VEHICLE 
Motor Veliicle Technician III 89 
Motor Vehicle Technicians I + II 248 
337 
ELECTRICAL 
Electrical Install + Engin. Technicians III"1" 285 
Electrical Install + Engin. Technicians I + II - 2 1 0 
Higher National Diploma Electrical (i'ull) 59 
Other Electrical Tedmicians I - III ' 64. 
Ordinary Diploma in Electrical Engineering 41 
659 
BUILiRR.Tr .• • • 
Ordinary Diplomas in: Cartography ' 24 
Land Surveying ••••:• • 70 
1 ... . - - Civil Engineering 105 
Building + Civil Engineering 209 
Water Engineering 91 
Construction Technician I 270 
Construction Technician II 100 
Higher National Diplomas 43 
GRAND TOTAL 2681 
Notes: HND technician totals have been deducted i'rcu Ordinary Diplcna 
total since the latter group constitute the ilain source of rec-
ruitLient for HND courses. 
+Part III totals have been deducted fr-.u Part II totals. 
'it impossible to determine frco examination records just how many 
students cavplete Part I excaiinations before proceeding to P.art II 
We have assumed that of successful Part I 3 tuvientn proceed to 
Part II and can therefore be eliminated. 
•j.' blc 2 %; l")j_rtr-i • t.ic>: _of I Jr. crin-:, Technic.!. by Main Econonlo 
jvjTivicy, 
Lzi'ic} . SilU. Elect + Construct. Ilctail Trans + Engin C a .munity 
riaiiir:^  Meter Whole- Catn sorvice services 
Mining srile etc 
Nuibur 159 444 959 385 111 612 714 719 
1° 3.9 10.9 23.0 9.4 2.7 15.0 17.5 17.6 
Tnblc 2/r; Pattern ox L-.^l^yer Sy^nGorohip of PuHain^ 'Joe"jiiciaiis at tlie 
Ke^va PolvtLC-srj.c 1975-79 
iio/ ..i iox 
Table 25: Pattern of Employer Sponsorship for Clc-ctrical and 
Related Technicians at the Kenya Polytechnic 1975-79 
2nd Terra 1975 2nd Tern 1977 2nd Ten. 1979 
SlDCTCnN. Iamb i.r students 














CIVIL SSSVIC rj 70 28.2 10 87 37.5 10 101 44.3 11 
Porastatal 115 45.6 3 82 35.3 6 81 35.5 6 
y.a-'-'jfacturir 
TNC 
s 24 9.6 11 25 10.8 9 16 7.0 5 
;.ianufacturir 
Other 15 6.0 4 7 3.0 5 2 0.9 2 
Ccnstructior 4 1.6 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 2.6 3 
Other 20 8.0 18 5 2,1 3 3 •1.3 3 
Consultancy 2 0„8 2 2 0.9 1 2 0.9 1 
i 
Other Private 
Unspecified' 0 I Single Sponsors 
0 
% 
0 24 10.3 24 17 7.4 17 




Total - 73.2 - - 72.3 - 79.8 -
Table 26: Pattern of aiploy^r S.ponscrslilp For Llechrnical and IIelated 
En^incjrin^ Technicians at the xCcn.va Poiyteclmic, 1975-79 
\ 2 nd T om 1975 2nd T c m 1977 2nd Tex n 1979 















Civil Servic e 147 40.2 13 104 35.7 10 142 36.2 3 
Parastatal 73 21.4 9 40 13.7 3 55 14.0 7 
Manufacturi: 
INC 
£ 50 15.7 15 22 7,6 6 33 8.4 9 
••'anufacturi; 
Other 1 2 46 12.6 26 28 9.6 5 26 6.6 6 
Cons true tioi i j 0.3 2 0 0 0 7 1.8 2 
Other 37 10.2 20 33 13.0 12 61 15.6 14 
Consultancy 3 0.8 2 2 0.7 2 5.1 1 
Cthur Prival fce 
Unspecified .Si: lgle 
JTionsors 0 0 0 57 19,6 57 66 16.8 66 
364 100 87 291 oo 99 ! 392 100 






TABLE 26: Nuriber and Percentage of BngineeipLns Technicians still employed by sponsor and 







A3 A WHOLE 
PUBLIC SECTOR 
SPONS EES TO 
PRIVATE SECTOR 
PRIVATE SECTOR SPOTISEZS 
TO PUBLIC SECTOR 





Nos 2/5 2/5 3/5: . : 0/17 C/17 
A 40.0 40.0 60.0 ; 0.0 58.8 
MET I I I 
IT os 11/22 16/22 6/22 6/13 20/40 




II OS 3/9 7/9 2/9 • 6/6 C/6 9/15 
% 33.3 77.9 22.1 100.0 0.0 40.0 
EET I I I 
Nos 26/50 36/50 14/50 5/8 0/8 21/56 
£ 52.0 72.0 23.0; ; 50.0 0.0 50.0 
TOGC-JJS 
lies 42/86 61/86 2^86 28/44 6/44 /130 
43.8 70.9 29.1: ' 63.6 ; 13.6 53*3 
•Scarce: Kenya Polytechnic Tecimiei&n Trader Survey. 
r 
? ' 1 ".3 >aplovn-;nt tribution o? ; '•'^ cbiiici^ n^  fty Firm Size 
"ithin tho Priv.vte doctor 
I'o Employees 1 - 5 0 51-100 101-200 201-300 301-555 550+ 
[Jumbo r 473 219 402 235 414 1118 
* 16.5 7.6 14.0 8.2 14.5 39.1 
flo. Est .br?.. 12074 903 605 237 219 185 
\Vc Tochs/rCrta d 0.04 0.24 0.66 1.0 1.9 6.0 
•Sourco : 1980 L'.bour Snnumor ition, CSS, unpublished 
T bl. 30 ; Jfrplovncnt "Jj.stribu'Mcn of Tfo-gnoorlnp; Technicians By Firm Size 
within the n nuf - c t u r i n . c bor 
1 - ^0 51 - 100 101 200- —202,— 300 -301—-$55- crn. J 
Number 
<lf. 


























•Source; \s Txble 2S 


f-blo 32: Porcontaro Utilization nf the For^ .-vlly 
.\cc,uiro>: knowled.-y.- of "^T^iivrin, Tochniei.tns (P^rt III 
mcl Or din jry Dipl. yn..) 
- ...IJtilis it ion {%) 
•Sector^  0w>5 2 6 - 5 0 51 -75 75+ 
Civil .Service 14.2 2 8 . 4 1 4 . 2 4 2 . 8 
Pir-.Bt.itil 14.2 3 8 . 1 2 8 . 6 19.0 
Industrial Private 9 . 5 2 1 . 4 3 3 . 3 3 5 . 7 
Consult Jicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
\vcr igo 11.2 2 8 . 2 2 9 . 5 31.0 
T Ale 33% Percentile Utilization of the Form illy - Acruirod 
Knowlci.fj.j of HTTP cn-.;lnoer?A; technici.ons« 
" - Utilir..tion (%) 
Sector 0 - 2 5 26 - 50 51 - 75 75+ 
Civil Service n / - n/j. n/; n/x 
P -r ist.it.ils n/x n/x n/x n/x 
Industri.il Private .. 2 1 . 0 3 6 . 8 3 1 . 6 9 . 5 
Consult ncy n / i. . " A , " A n/x 
Avor .go n/x n / 1 n/x 
• 
mr~ 
xr.'-' —c- 54: I-u'l: Analysis of The Ifripioynont Positions Occupied 
By Z'rx'C III and Cr.Iinr.ry Diploma Engineering Technicians 
~^Intv-rval 
TASK 




10 - 19 20 - 29 50 - 59 
Design 0 - 9 0 - 9 20 - 29 
Maintenance 10 - 19 40 - 49 50 - 59. 
! 
Production 0 - 9 0 - 9 50 - 59 
latie 55; Ic^ lc Analysis of the jjhplo.ynent Positions Occupied by Higher 
Diplar-ia Eii.^ inufiring Tecimicigns 
^^itnterval 
TASK 




50 - 59 40 - 49 60 - 69 
Design 0 - 9 0 - 9 ! 10 - 19 
Maintenance 10 - 19 30 - 39, 50 - 59 
Production 0 - 9 0 - 9 ' 10 - 19 
Source: Engine or ing Technician Quest ionnaire Respondents. 
IDS/V/P 381 
Table 36: Relationship Bet .jcn Sc5.;ir.".l Salary and Years of Experience 
For Eiyineorir.f:: Technicians, by snb.j-ct and sector 
Course - • o N I Intercept b Coefficient R2 
All P + III + Odip Civil Service 11 1641 95.11 0.07 
II Parastatal 24 1231 231.1 0.44 
II I N C 23 1590.6 378.51 0.40 
II Private All 41 1527.3 410.8 0.35 
All P + I + II private All 13 1103.6 166.8 0.33 
All H O Private All 16 3591.7 282.82 0.14 
Mech P+III+Odip Paras tatal 5 0.94 
- II II II T H C 16 1204.54 464.4 0.49 
II II N Private All 27 1369.16 407.4 0.51 
Elect P+III+Odip Parastatal 18 1090.56 243.50 0.62 
" II i t T I C 14 2004.83 365.5 0.19 
N i t II Private All 16 1912.89 419.41 0.16 
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50.0 ( 1 ) 
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xble 38 : Job Turnover By Yo,-u:s Experience All technician Questionnaire 
Hespondents 
0 1 2 3 A . 5 




1 0 0 . 0 ( 2 ) 0 , 0 ORO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 ( 4 ) 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
3 - 4 
E 
II ' 
1 0 0 . 0 ( 1 ) 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
8 7 . 0 ( 1 3 ) 6 . 5 ( 1 ) 6 . 5 ( 1 ) 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
5 - 6 
77* all 
M 
7 5 . 0 ( 6 ) 1 2 . 5 ( 1 ) 12 .5 ( 1 ) 0 . 0 0.0 o.c 
5 4 . 0 ( 7 ) 2 3 . 0 ( 3 ) 2 3 . 0 ( 3 ) 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
7 - 8 
E 
II 
7 5 . 0 ( 2 1 ) 7 . 0 ( 2 ) 1 8 . 0 ( 7 ) 0,0 0„0 0 . 0 
3 5 . 0 ( 8 ) | 4 8 . 0 ( 1 1 ) 1 7 . 0 ( 4 ) 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 
i 
;E 40.0 (6) 4 0 . 0 ( 6 ) 7 . 0 ( 1 ) 1 3 . 0 ( 2 ) 0 . 0 0 , 0 
3 — JV j 




5 4 . 0 ( 7 ) | 4 6 . 0 ( 6 ) 0.0 0 .0 o„o" 
f* 
0 . 0 
I 
| _ 
. . i 
1 _ - -
i 
IDS/WP 381 
able 39: Number of Craft Apprentices and Indentured 
learners 1954 - 1977. 
Years Typo Trainee Totals 
1954-77 Engineering Apprentice 6393 
1959-70 Engineering learners 2582 
Sub-Total 8^975 
1954-60 Total Apprentices 1819 
1961-77 Total Apprentices 7875 
1959-70 Total learners 3611 
Grand Total 13,305 
Notes: Engineering trainees include filters, turners, other 
machinists, sheet-metal workers, Plant and outomotive mechanics, 
instrument 
Source: As for Table 40 
Table 41: qualification Breakdown Among: Engineering Skilled Workers 
Engineering All 
Formally Sponsored Trainees 8975 (18.3) 13305(14.0) 
Non-Sponsored trade test passes 9213 {18.7) 24889(26.3) 
Unqualified CBS:'Skilled .Vorker,,estimato3 26108 (63.0) 46785(59.7) 
Unqualified CBS"Production Supervisors 4836 9673 
& Foremen "estimates 49136 94652 
Sources: As for Table 40 
Unqualified skilled worker estimates have been based 
on Unpublished CBS data giving total number of skilled 
and engineering workers in 1980 from whichapprentice 
and trade test totals have been substracted. In addition 
we have assumed on the basis of previous information that 
at least 50$ production supervisors & foremen have no 
craft qualifications whatsoever and that '.50% of thess 
are engaged in engineering activities broadly defined. 
IDS/VP 381 
Table u0: Total Number of Individuals Possessing Trade Test 
t Certificates 19 5.4-19 79 . 
Sources: Republic of Kenya/Kenya Colony, Annual Reports of 
the Ministry and Department of Labour 1955-1977. Kenya National 
ArcbJ-Y.e...a.nd , for pR.s.s.e-s—s-in-ce—1-9-7-7-,—U-npub-jr-i-s-h-s-d.—r^ e-cer-da—o-f—th-c 
Directorate of Industrial Training. 
Table 45. Degree of Utilisation of Formally Acquired Knowledge 
By Engineering Artisans. 
~~ ______Utilisation% 
Trade — 0-25 26- 50 51 - 75 75 
Mechanical & 
Ele ctrical 7 . 7 2 3.1 28.2 41.0 
Engineering 
Artisans 
Source: Artisan Questionnaire Respondents 
Table 46 Task Analysis of Present Employment Positions 
Occupied by Engineering Artisans 
- — — _ Interval 
Trade ~ _ 
Lower. Upper 





0 - 9 20-29 30-39 
0 - 9 0-9 10-19 
30 - 39 60-69 80-89 
0 - 9 10-19 ^ 20-29 
Source: Artisan Questionnaire Respondents. 
Agric, Marxufac- Electrical f Const- Retail, Transport Consul- Ccsnaunity 
Mining ture V/ater . Auction Whole- + Connuni- tancies Services 
Fishing j sale etc. cation 
Number 3339 23564 810 2991 4289 2510 515 6478 
1o 7.5 53.2 1.8 6.7 9.7 5.2 1.2 17.6 
0 - 5 0 51 - 100 101 
j 
- 200 201 - 300 501 - 550 550f 




turing 8.6 7.1 I0.4 8.6 12.9 52.4 100 
1o 
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, 1930 Annual Enumeration of Y/age Employment in the 
Modern Sector, unpublished data* 
IDS/WP 381 
Table 4 7 . Sclatior.ship D^tv-een N'ominal Salary and Years 





I i Intercept B . Coefficient R2 
Kech TNC 22 114-2.2 190.2 0.53 
15 12 46 . 0 71.25 0. 17 
Me ch Private All 37 12 5 5.78 131. 2 0.33 
Elect Private All 12 1656.9 81. 49 0. 10 
All TNC 31 1172 . 8 172. 8 0 . 44 
All i Private 59 1 1233.4 134.5 0.33 
V 
' 1 -. u- : i X" "-.>'-' f i r 1 
k 1 ° T 
J. 
I . l 
Figure 2: ' Repression Curves For All Engineering Technicians, by Sector 
\ 
Figure 3: Regression,Curves For;Engineering Technicians, 
by Subject, 

11. Detailed enrolment projections have been made up until 1983/84. We 
have assumed that outputs thereafter will remain constant since the Engineering 
faculty will be operating at full capacity. 
12. We propose to analyze these "tendencies towards over-production in 
another paper. The capacity of the public-sector to productively absorb future 
engineering outputs is a crucial variable. In a number of countries (e.g. 
Sudan) governments have been politically-completed to soak up surplus graduate 
output by offering employment in the civil service. 
13. See Svein-Erik Rastad, ''University Students and the- Employment Market", 
IDS Staff Papers No. 74, June 1970 
14. The growth and pleasant structure of the consultancy sector will be 
considered in some detail in another paper. 
15. See J. Roberts^ "Engineering Consultancy, Industrialization and Development 
in C. Cooper (ed) Science Technology and' Development" London,~'Tra7iTr'Ca~ss",~' 1973 
16. EUSEC definition cited on the membership application of the Institution 
of Engineers of Kenya 
17. Task analysis was undertaken for oach engineering specialisation broken 
down according to sector of employment. However, we have decided to present 
the summary in Table for the time being. 
18. In fact, over a longer time period, the design percentage for civil 
engineers employed by consultancy firms would be much higher because these 
engineers generally alterate between spending all of their time on design 
activities and being employed on-site supervising the construction of project. 
19. lor this preliminary analysis only nominal incomes have been used. Data 
on finger benefits has however been collected and will incorporated at a later 
date . • 
See N. Poulantzas Classes in Contemporary Society", New Left Books, 
London, 1976. : .. 
V 
21. Telecommunications technicians are net included in this total for the 
simple reason that it was extremely difficult to compute the number of technicians 
in this skill category since they take a bewi Idering variety of different 
courses which often extend over long time periods. It is unlikely however, 
that there are more than 500 telecommunication technicians in Kenya which 
increases the grand total of engineering technicians to approximately 4000. 
22. Unfortunately, detailed sponsorship records for students attending the 
Kenya Polytechnic have not been kept for the years prior to 1974. 
23. The Figure for skilled engineering workers on the textile sector is 
undoubtedly a serious over-estimate. 
